
K-8th grades 

By Anna K. Thompson 

Art that 
Pops!

Andy Warhol Inspired, Holiday Cards, Face Tutorial Prints
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Sometimes artists make their own tools to create art that’s 
different. For centuries, texture plates and copper etching plates 
were used by artists to make prints and copies of their art over 
and over. 

 In this lesson you’ll be introduced to two artists who used 
printing techniques. You will learn how to make your own texture 
plates or rubbing plates out of paper. You will have the option to 
make pop art, holiday cards or face prints. This lesson goes from 
easy to difficult-faces being most challenging. 

Making ⚒ Tools
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Rembrandt Van Rijn was well known for using copper etching plates. He mastered the technique to print in remarkable detail. His prints illustrated stories 
from the Bible or they depicted people and lifestyles of the mid 1600s during the time he lived. Rembrandt is considered by many ahead of his time for his 
etching technique and numerous emotional self portraits. It is said that he’s the father of the “selfie”!  Andy Warhol, an artist of the mid 1950-1980’’s, used 
unusually bold colors to make objects pop off labels and pages. Andy used the screen-printing process along with repetitive images to change the way 
people looked at ordinary objects. He helped make changes in advertising with his unique design in art.  

These artists made templates of their art images, they both used a printing process making it easy for them to make multiple copies of their artwork. These 
artists have similarities even though they lived 300 years apart. Want to learn more?  

Have your “grownups” help you do the research with the two links bellow. Can you find what else they have in common? Have you seen their work and 
didn’t know it? Search images: Rembrandt etchings, Andy Warhol Pop Art  

https://www.parkwestgallery.com/rembrandt-millennium-collection-etching/    https://www.theartstory.org/artist/warhol-andy/ 

Photo credit: https://ticket.wikimedia.org/otrs/index.pl?Action=AgentTicketZoom&TicketNumber=2011042610001163 

Similar, but 300 Years Apart! Andy Warhol by Jack Mitchel 

https://www.parkwestgallery.com/rembrandt-millennium-collection-etching/
https://www.theartstory.org/artist/warhol-andy/
https://www.parkwestgallery.com/rembrandt-millennium-collection-etching/
https://www.theartstory.org/artist/warhol-andy/
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Pop art was a bold art movement that began around the mid 
1950’s. The style stepped outside the traditional rules of the 
art world, some people thought it wasn’t art at all! Andy 
Warhol was known to “play” with usual colors especially with 
familiar faces like actors. The art on the right is Warhol 
inspired which uses warm and cool colors that creates 
contrast to capture the viewer’s attention. LOOK 👀 Do you 
see how each piece of art uses warm colors (reds, yellows, 
oranges) and cool colors (blues, greens, purples)? 

What is Pop Art?
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Copy paper 

Paperless crayons, (optional) pencil  
and eraser, markers, & paper punch. 

Card stock, standard index cards or any 
thick paper. You can use old cards, junk 
mail, magazines, envelopes, etc.

Glue *optional tape

YOU WILL NEED 
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Think 🤔 of a fun object to make for your texture plate. 

Flowers 🌺 animals 🐱 cars 🚙 or trucks that you could 

make with circles ⭕ rectangles, triangles, and squares. 

*If would like to make pop art picture like on page 4, begin 
by folding a piece of paper into four sections. Your texture 
plate needs to be the size of a standard index card.  

🤓  Did you know that many of Rembrandt’s etchings were 
the size of a business card? 

Choosing an Object
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Draw. Cut. Arrange. Paste. 
1. Draw out your basic 
shapes on thick paper or 
index card. 

2. Cut out your shapes. 
3. Arrange your 
shapes on another 
piece of paper then 
paste them down. 
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3. Fold a piece of copy 
paper into 4 sections. 

4. Slide your texture plate 
under one of the 4 sections 
of the copy paper.  

5. Push down while sliding a paperless 
crayon on its side over the paper.  

 ☝Do a few practice tries first! Tape the 
texture plate down on the table if it slips. 

😃  Use cool colors (blues, greens, purples) and warm colors 
reds, oranges, and yellows) in a pattern. Make prints then 
add details. See example on page 4.
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Keep it simple. There are so many awesome fun 
fonts you can look 👀 up online and inspirational quotes 
but please ask your “grownups” to help you. 

First you’ll need to think of a simple object. 🤔 🌺 💕

Draw out your shapes. This time they can be the 
size of a half of a piece of copy paper or whatever 
paper you’re using to make a card. 

Next cut out your shapes. 

Arrange cut shapes then secure them down with 
glue or paste ☝Tip: You can stack shapes on top of 
each other. See the 3 circles on page 10 under 
Mother’s Day. 👀 

Holiday Card 

Tip: You can stack shapes ☝on top 
of each other. 
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Use two pieces of copy paper. Fold them each in half the 
long way for the standard card form. If you use markers 
they bleed through so using separate pieces for the front or 
cover of the card and the inside keeps it neat. When you’re 
completed with drawing then glue the two papers together.  

 START WITH THE COVER & FOLD ON THE LEFT SIDE. 
😁 Slip your texture plate under the side you want to create 
the image. Do a test first if you’re not sure.  

Sliding a paperless crayon on its side works best. Look at 
the examples: The flower in bottom picture was done with 
the tip of the crayons but the hearts were done with the 
sides of the crayons.  

This card reads: 

“All that I am or ever hope to be, I owe to my angel 
Mother.”   ~Quote from Abraham Lincoln  

This is the Cover.  

👈Fold is here!   
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This will be challenging. It will require critical thinking. 💭Take your time. ❗ 
Do NOT CUT family portraits- trace them and always ask first. Print out photos 
in black and white, use old magazines. If you want images of actors or 
musicians, mind copyright laws. There are public domain images you can use. 
Andy Warhol used Marylin Monroe and other famous people’s images but he 
used his own photographs.  

When choosing a face, finding a black and white or monochrome image would 
be best but no worries because you can make your own. Creating and cutting 
out the black shapes or shadows is the key to making this texture plate. 
Although, you’re the artist, so if you think or see something different go for it! 
Another tip to keep in mind is you can build layers. For instance, on the eyelids 
you could cutout eyelashes to lay on top of the lids. You might not be able to 
see them on the texture plate but they will show on the rubbing. See pgs. 
9-10 

Before you begin make your observations about the outlines of the portrait you 
want to use. STUDY ALL THE FEATURES FIRST! What features do you need 
to keep and decide which ones you will cut away. Decide where the shadows 
are before you start to trace. Use a marker to create the shadow areas.  

Start with the outline of the head and hair line. Make your lines thick enough to 
cut around or near them. You need to have raised edges or “relief” to create 
texture.  

Next are the eyes, mouth, and nose. See example top right: line-mouth-nose-
eye connected. The other eye tied into hair that swept over it. See print pictured 
bottom right. This is a suggestion. You don’t have to do it this way.  

Cut around your marker lines. Glue/paste your face down on to card stock or a 
sheet of paper. You could add paper punch dots, spirals, lines, hearts, etc., for 
added texture even salt or sand! It’s up to you!         

☝ Have your “grownups” help you search: monochrome face public domain. 

Face Tutorial 
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 If you think your texture plate might slip tape it down but make 
sure the tape edges aren’t within your rubbing areas.  

 Test on scrap paper first to get a feel for how your plate works.  

Position paper over your texture plate making sure you have it 
centered and secured.  

Slide a paperless crayon on its side over the paper to see your 
image print come through.  

Don’t worry if there’s color where the light parts of the face 
should be! When you’re done ✅ take an eraser and erase the 

color away. It won’t completely remove it but blend nicely. ❇  

Play with warm and cool color combinations patterns. Think 🤔 
of AB CD patterns or AD BC patterns and so forth.  

Besides crayons, you could use chalk pastels or oils pastels. 
Experiment with textured paper, tissue paper and different paper 
colors. If you can’t feel the relief or texture of your plate through 
the paper on top it’s probably too thick and won’t work well.  

☝ Be careful about using pens or markers after making a print, 
sometimes the wax can coat the felt tips. 

Making Prints
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